














3-Cyano-4-(R-vinyl)-S.S-dimethyl-A 3 -butenolides 1673 

(v). Comparing the slopes e(C=O) of v(C=O) vs O'+(X) correlations with e(C N) 
i.e. the slopes of v( C=N) vs 0'+ (X) correlations for series of compounds II (Table III) 
and 111- V (refsll •l2) a linear dependence (Eq. (1). see Fig. 1) can be found. 

e(C=O) = 1'31e(C-N) + 1·07 (1) 

As all data for different types of compounds measured in both sovents follow well 
the straight line in Fig. 1, we can conclude that Eq. (1) has a general validity and can 
be used to predict e( C=O) or e( C=N) values in any other conjugated systems, in 
which the C=O and C=N group are attached at the same or analogous place. 

Using the values of slopes (e) for series of compounds 11- V (Table III and 
refsll •12) the transmission factors n'(C=C) and n'(C=C-C=C) for one or two 
conjugated doule bonds can be determined by Eqs (2)-(4), 

n'(C=C) = e(l1)je(l1I) 

n'(C=C-C=C) = e(l1)je(IV) 

n'(C=C-C=C) = e(II)je(V) 

or calculated by approach (Eq. (5)) published by Yanovskaya et al. l4 
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The results are given in Table IV. The transmission factors for one double bond 
n'(C=C) = 0·46-0·57 are somewhat lower than the values n'(C=C) = 0·58 to 
0·65 determined by Yukhnovskiill •l2 using the slopes of similar correlations in 
series III - V. This difference can be explained by cyclic structure of compounds II. 
Relatively high values of transmission factors n'(C=C-C=C) = 0·27-0·37 were 
obtained for system containing two double bonds comparing to similar results of 
Yanovskaya et alP (n'(C=C-C=C) = 0·25). This indicates_again that all mul
tiple bonds in aromatic and heteroaromatic derivatives of II are markedly conjugated. 
The good agreement between the values of n'(C=C----:C=C) determined using 
Eqs (3) and (4) and those calculated by Eq. (5) strongly supports the conclusions 
of Yanovskaya et al. l3 or the idea of Bowdenl4 on exponential weakening of sub
stituent effects in conjugated systems. 
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